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ABSTRACT
The inauguration of the new constitution in Kenya has led to the devolution of health care in
the counties. It is against this backdrop that has necessitated the need to develop a model of
grouping these regions into natural groups with similar characteristics that can influence the
child health for the purpose of health care planning and regulation. Little research has
explored the methodology that can be used to create such groupings in Kenya. The purpose
of this research was to develop and explore a methodology of clustering and visualizing the
status of the child health in Kenya. In this research we propose a new model that clusters the
counties based on the UNICEF indicators of child health. The cluster analysis methodology
employed to achieve this was by use of k-means clustering algorithm. Both hierarchical and
non-hierarchical clustering algorithms were used to build a consensus with the results of
clusters obtained by k-means. The number of clusters selected was based on heuristic
integrating a statistical-based measure of cluster fit. Using data from literature, the
clustering methodology developed grouped the 47 counties into three distinctive clusters.
These three clusters were made up of 12, 8 and 27 observations respectively. The study
classified the clusters as well-off, most marginalized and moderately marginalized counties.
The methodology developed was objective, replicable and sustainable to create the clusters.
It was developed in a theoretically sound principle and can generalize across applications
requiring clustering. An examination of several clustering algorithms revealed similar
results.
Keywords: Principal Component Analysis, K-means, Clustering, Visualizing, Child health
indicators, Data Mining, Dimensionality Reduction.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The inauguration of the new constitution has invoked the researchers in Kenya to do more
research putting into considerations the devolved administrative regions called counties
which has a wealth of information about them. The World Bank described the Kenya’s
devolution as one of the most ambitious globally. Under that consideration this research was
meant to explore and develop a model that can be used by policy makers as a guide to be
successful in achieving its mandate for provision of childcare by understanding the status quo
of their regions. Health sector in Kenya has been centralized to the national government since
independence. This led to spatial inequalities in different regions that have been inherited by
the county governments. The research will support the stakeholders of child health in these
counties such as the national government, non-governmental organizations and private
individuals (consumers), researchers and planners in decision making and planning.
Children represent the future, and ensuring their healthy growth and development ought to be
a prime concern of all societies (WHO).Child health refers to the state of physical, mental,
intellectual, social and emotional well-being and does not imply just the absence of a disease
or infirmity (WHO factsheet N220, 2014). The Child health is determined by the UNICEF
indicators of child or other metrics. Article 1 of UNICEF convention on the child rights
defines a child as a person below the age of 18 but allows laws of a particular country to set
the legal age of a child (UNICEF factsheet). According to the Kenyan constitution children
Act CAP 141, a child is any human being under the age of eighteen years. This research will
concentrate on the cohort aged between 0 to 18years. In Kenya this age group account for
42.1% of which the populations male is 9,494,983 while that of female is 9,435,795( Kenya
Demographics profile, 2014 ). To get healthy children, families, environments, and
communities must provide them with the opportunity to help them grow into adulthood
(Health Workgroup, 2007). To achieve optimal health, children are dependent upon adults in
their family, government and community to provide them with an environment in which they
can learn and grow (Health Workgroup, 2007).
The indicators identified by UNICEF have a great influence on child health. Thedirect and
indirect expenditure related with child health are extremely huge. This has contributed to
poor economic performance of developing countries. In Kenya previous research has been
done on child health have mostly concentrated on diseases, family planning, HIV/AIDS and
maternal health. This research focuses on taking a different approach by looking at the
holistic view in creating a framework for visualizing the status of child health in the Kenyan
counties based on the UNICEF indicators of health.
This framework was achieved through the data mining approach. Data mining is a
multidisciplinary analytical technique made up of statistics, computer science, mathematics,
and database technology (S. Fong, 2015). Data mining is the practice of automatically
searching large stores of data to discover patterns and trends that go beyond simple analysis.
Data mining uses sophisticated mathematical algorithms to segment the data and evaluate the
probability of future events. Over the past two decades there has been an explosion of big
data stored in databases and other database applications in business and the scientific domain.
This explosion of data stores electronically accelerated the relational model but little
emphasis for the analysis of data was considered. Businesses discovered that these masses of
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data can be analyzed to uncover hidden patterns in these data and this gave birth to the
concept of data mining. Data mining roots are traced back along three family lines: classical
statistics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning.
II.

METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Explanatory research design will be used in this research. It will begin from the exploratory
perspective where the researcher will explore on the new idea identified and seek more
information about this idea. This will lead to a groundwork of more future research and
investigate whether the findings can be defined by the current existing theories. Descriptive
statistics such as the correlation matrix, mean, standard deviations, principal component
analytics and visualizations will be used to explain the knowledge discovered in the research.
Research Design
In this research, CRISP-DM methodology will be used. There several Data mining
methodologies such as CRISP_DM, SEMMA, KDD that exist. The choice of this
methodology is due to its acceptance in data mining and also because the model is designed
for as a general model and can be applied in a variety of fields industry and business
problems. According to the 2014 KDD nuggets survey, the popularity rose from 42% in 2007
research to 43% in 2014 making it the most popular data mining methodology (J.Taylor,
2014). Available from:

Figure 1: CRISP-DM Process model

Available from: http://crisp-dm.eu/reference-model/
Overview of CRISP-DM
Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) that is extensively used
process in data mining. The model is made up of steps intended as a cyclical process as
shown in figure above.
i.

Business Understanding: This step determines the business objectives, assessing the
existing situation, establishing data mining goals, and developing a project plan.

ii.

Data Understanding: After business objectives and the project plan have been
established, data understanding then considers the data requirements. This includes initial
data collection, data description, data exploration, and the verification of data quality. The
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data is explored and a summary statistics presented (This includes visual presentation of
the categorical variables). Cluster analysis models are applied at some point in this stage,
intention being the identification of patterns in the data.
iii.

Data Preparation: On identifying the available resources, they are then selected,
cleaned, built into desired form, and formatted. Data cleaning and data transformation in
preparation of data modeling occurs at this stage. In depth data investigation at this stage
and supplementary models are utilized. This provides an opportunity to observe patterns
based on business understanding.

iv.

Modeling: Data mining software tools such as visualization (Abstracting data to improve
human recognition by plotting data and establishing their relationships) and cluster
analysis (identification of variables that are related) are useful for primary analysis.
Generalized rule induction tools can develop initial association rules. After greater data
understanding is gained, more detailed models appropriate to the data type can be applied.
Data needed for modeling is divided into training and test sets.

v.

Evaluation: The model outcome is evaluated in the context of the business objectives
established in the business understanding stage. This will leads to the identification of
other needs through pattern recognition. The process then iterated to the first step of the
CRISP-DM process to gain business understanding. New relationships that provide a
deeper understanding of organizational operations are shown through visualization,
statistical, and artificial intelligence tools.

vi.

Deployment: Data mining can verify previously held hypotheses and for identification of
useful knowledge. Sound models can be obtained from knowledge discovered in the
previous stages of the CRISP-DM process. The models are then monitored for
modifications in the operating environment, because they vary with time. Any significant
change occurring means that the model should be redone. The results of data mining
projects should be documented for future reference.
CRISP-DM methodology is flexible and all phases need not to be applied by experienced
analysts. The methodology was chosen due to the flexibility and great deal of backtracking.

PCA Model
Inputs (high dimension)

PCA Process

Output (reduced dimension)

d)

X1
X2

PC1
PCA
Technique

PC2
.

.

Where, n X≤m m

PCn

Figure 2: PCA model
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PCA assumes that variables are linearly related and does not have any model for testing.
PCA Analysis is like having a different viewpoint for the same data set. The viewpoint is
changed by moving the origin of the coordinate system to the centroid of the data and then
rotating the axes.
Consider a set of n variables (X1, ..., Xm), PCA calculates a set of n linear combinations of
the variables (PC1, ..., PCn) such that:
i.

The total variation in the new set of variables or principal components is
the same as in the original variables.

ii.

The first PC contains the most variance possible, e.g. as much variance as
can be captured in a single axis.

iii.

The second PC is orthogonal to the first one (their correlation is 0), and
contains as much of the remaining variance as possible.
iv.

The third PC is orthogonal to all previous PC's and also contains the
most variance possible.

v.

Etc.

The above process is accomplished by calculating a matrix of coefficients where columns are
referred to as eigenvectors of the variance-covariance or of the correlation matrix of the data
set. The fundamental consequences of the process are that:
i.

The entire original variables are involved in the computation of PC scores (i.e. the
position of every observation in the new set of axis formed by the PC's).

ii.

The sum of variances of the PC's equals the sum of the variances of the original variables
when PCA is based on the variance-covariance matrix, or the sum of the variances of the
standardized variables when PCA is based on the correlation matrix.

iii.

There are n eigenvalues (n=number of variables in the data), each eigenvalues is
associated with an eigenvector and a PC. Each eigenvalues is the variance of the data in
each PC. Therefore, the sum of eigenvalues based on the variance-covariance matrix is
equivalent to the summation of variances of the original variables.

PCA uses the correlation matrix which is similar to using PCA based on the variancecovariance of the standardized variables. Since standardized variables contain variance equal
to 1, the totals of the eigenvalues is n, the number of variables.
Source of data and study Population
Secondary data collected from Kenya National Bureau of Statistics, Commission of Revenue
Allocation, Kenya HIV and AIDS profile per county, Statistical Abstract 2014, Kenya
Economic report of 2014, and Kenya County Profile, Kenya Demographic and Health Survey
of 2014 and e-health facilities.
The major demerit of secondary data collected by other researchers is that they controlled,
decided what to collect and what to exclude and therefore the entire information desired for
this research may not be available.
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We created the principal component for our dataset and plotted a Screeplot with a summary
of our findings. The first four components in the Screeplot explained 85% of variance. We
used the rule of thumb to select the number of principal components that were to be retained
for our research. The rule of thumb can either be by picking the number of components that
explains 85% of variance or greater or the Screeplot elbow. We retained the first four PC. We
placed the results into a new data frame and plotted by use of prcomp instead of princomp.
The Screeplot plots the variances against the number of the principal component.

Figure 3 - Correlation Matrix of the First Four PCs

Figure 4-3-Dimension View of PC1, PC2 and PC3
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Results
The figure 12 shows the 2-D projection of data which are on a 4-D space as it is easier to
visualize than 3-D. We used 3-D (figure 13) to have an interactive visualization to allow us to
explore the space and avoided loosing meaning by collapsing the space into 2-D. By
simplifying our complex dataset into a lower dimensional space, we were able to visualize,
work and find patterns in the counties that were similar in child health status by use of the kmeans unsupervised clustering algorithm.
The PCA enabled us to use the variations in our dataset which was described by 12 variables.
By doing this we were able to reduce the 12 dimension into 2 because more than three
variables in the data set could have been very difficult in visualizing a multidimensional
hyperspace. The initial variables were transformed into a new set of variables which was used
to explain the variation in the data. These variables corresponded to linear combination of the
originals and are called principal components. The PCA reduced the dimensionality of our
data to two which could be visualized graphically with minimal loss of information.
4.2.2.4 Scatter plot

We did a scatter plot matrix to visualize all our variables. The scatter plot showed both
positive and negative correlations. There was a remarkably almost linear positive correlation
between skilled deliveries and health facilities variables. There was a strong negative
correlation between fertility rate and skilled deliveries, health facilities, poverty, sanitation,
literacy and secondary schools.
A biplot refers to an enhanced scatterplot that is used to display both points and vectors to
represent structure of a dataset. It is used in Principal Component Analysis, where the axes of
a biplot are a pair of principal components. These axes are labeled as Comp.1 (PC1) and
Comp.2 (PC2) in our diagram. The biplot is used to represent the scores of the observations
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on the principal components. Vectors are used to represent the variables on the principal
components. Points in these case are used to represent the counties and whereas the vectors
represent the indicators of child health. The biplot shows vectors direction and length with
pointers pointing away from the origin following some direction. The vector direction shows
squared multiple correlations with the principal components. The length of the vector
represents the proportional to the squared multiple correlation between the fitted values for
the variable and the variable itself. Observations pointed furthest in the direction in with most
of what that variable measured, with those pointing in the middle having average amount and
those pointing in opposite direction having the least. All vectors pointing in the same
direction had similar influence by the child health indicators.

Results
Fertility rate was the variable that had the most influence of component one. The relative
locations of points that were close together were those counties that had similar scores on the
components displayed in our plot. These components fitted well to our data and points
corresponded to observations that had similar values on the variables. Counties that were
close together had similar indicators of child health. The indicators rated Nairobi , Kiambu,
Nakuru and Kisii counties highly. The counties of Kirinyaga, Nyamira, Murang’a and Embu
were also rated highly although these points were far apart. The loading showed that the most
influence in the highly rated counties was contributed by the variables SecSCH, HealthFAC
and priSCHS. The county of Bungoma was relatively high and variables water and immu
were the most influential variable. The position of the observation Turkana County was
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mostly influenced by the variable FertRate with average influence of the county of Garissa.
The counties of Kirinyaga, Nyamira, Murang’a and Embu were highly influenced by the
variables HealthD, HealthFAC, AnteCare, SkilledD, Sani, Lit and Poverty.
4.2.2.6 Correlation Matrix

2.2.7 Score and Loading plots

Figure 5-Scores plot
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Figure 6-Loading plot
Results
The score plot is a summary of the relationship among observations (samples) while is the
loadings is a summary of the variables used as a means for interpreting the pattern seen in the
score plot.
Summary Statistics

Results
The 1st quantile represents 25% while the 3rd quantile represents 75%. We used summary
which is a generic function used to produce result summaries of the results of various model
fitting functions such as min, median, mean and maximum. For example the feature vector
skilled delivery can be interpreted that the minimum percentage county women seeking
skilled delivery is ~22% with the maximum being ~93%.Aprroximately 55% of women in all
the counties seek skilled delivery. Out of the 25% of the first quantile, below 45% women
seek skilled delivery while 55% seeking for alternative methods and the 3rd quantile of 75%,
women below ~72% seek for skilled delivery with the remaining 28% seeking for alternat.ive
methods of delivery.
Histogram Plots

We used histograms to give an idea of what different values are.
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Results
The histogram is a plot of the frequency of sanitation against the percentage rate. It tells us
that 20 counties have sanitation facilities of more that 90% whereas less than five counties
have the sanitation facilities below 20%.

Results
The histogram depicts approximately 16 counties fertility rate is in the range of index 3 to 4
with majority counties are concentrated between the index of 3 to 6.
Modeling
Cluster Analysis
A cluster analysis is the process of summarizing a dataset by grouping similar observations
together into clusters and observations are judged to be similar if they have similar values for
a number of variables (i.e. a short Euclidean distance between them).
K-means Cluster Analysis
K-means algorithm cluster analysis was used to identify the naturally occurring groups
present in the dataset. Using this non-linear clustering technique, each county was classified
into one of the three groups according to the similarity of the counties based on the indicators
of child health. Similarity using Euclidean distance measures between counties was
calculated from the variables that went into these groups.
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Results
This was a creation of a bivariate plot visualizing a partition (clustering) of our dataset. All
observations were represented by points in the plot, using principal components. An ellipse
was drawn around each cluster representing the clusters.
Number of Clusters Determination
To determine the number of clusters to use, we used the within group sum of squares that
guided us to group our dataset into three clusters as shown in the screeplot below.

We used n-start parameter to avoid variable results for each run. By using n-start and itermax parameters, we were able to get consistent results allowing us to have a proper
interpretation of the screeplot. The elbow was at k=4 and therefore applied k-means
clustering function with k-4 and plotted the results.
We then looked at our clusters in order of increasing size. The first cluster contained 12
counties, second cluster contained 8 while the third cluster contained 27 counties. Cluster one
was made up of the well-off counties, cluster two was made up of the most marginalized
counties while cluster three was made up of the moderately marginalized counties. Nairobi
County is at its own rightly and is not an outlier. It is the county with the highest literacy
level, health and educational facilities, and low poverty.
Use of Box Plots
We used the box plots to compare, literacy, healthcare delivery and fertility rates in the
clusters. In literacy, cluster one was the highest with an outlier, followed by the cluster three
and then cluster two had the lowest literacy level. The fertility rate is very low in cluster one
followed by cluster three but highest in cluster two. Those seeking healthcare delivery was
highest in cluster one followed by cluster three and lowest in cluster two. The sanitation was
highest in cluster one followed by cluster three with the lowest being cluster two.
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Figure 9: Comparing Fertility Rate by Cluster

Figure 10: Comparing Healthcare by cluster
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Figure 11-Compare Literacy by Cluster

Figure 12-Compare Sanitation by Cluster
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Dissimilarity Visualization
Heatmap

Dissimilarity Matrix
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Hierarchical Clustering and Bannerplot
Hierarchical Clustering draws a “banner”, i.e. basically a horizontal bar plot visualizing the
(agglomerative or divisive) hierarchical clustering or any other binary dendrogram structure.
Agglomerative Coefficient (AC)
This refers to the measure of how much clustering structure exists in the data. A large AC
(close to one) means that there is a strong clustering structure. A small AC means that the
data is more evenly distributed hence a poor clustering structure.
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Silhouette Coefficient
Peter J. Rousseeuw (1986) described Silhouette as a method of interpretation and validation
of consistency within clusters of data. This technique provides a succinct graphical
representation of how well each object lies within its cluster.
Interpretation of Silhouette Coefficient
Silhouette Coefficient

Explanations

0.71-1.00

A strong structure has been found

0.51-0.70

A reasonable structure has been found

0.26-0.50

The structure is weak and could be artificial. Try additional methods
of data analysis.

<=0.25

No substantial structure has been found

Other non-hierarchical Clustering Algorithms
Fuzzy Analysis (Fanny) and Silhouette Coefficient
Fuzzy clustering is a generalization of partitioning. In a partition, each object of the data set is
assigned to one and only one cluster. It also fuzzy allows for some ambiguity in the data,
which often occurs in practice.
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Results
The fuzzy clustering algorithm classified our observation but into three clusters of with an
average silhouette Coefficient of 0.29 which means that the structure was weak and artificial
so another method was recommended. More analysis of the clusters is shown below.

Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) and Silhouette Coefficient
We also tested our dataset using the Partitioning which is a more used for Partitioning
(clustering) of the data into k clusters “around medoids”, which is a more robust version of
K-means. Compared to the k-means approach in k-means, the function PAM has the
following features: (a) it accepts a dissimilarity matrix; (b) it is more robust because it
minimizes a sum of dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared euclidean distances ; (c) it
provides a novel graphical display, the silhouette plot.
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Results
This algorithm generated a three cluster solution with the size of 24, 16 and 7. We however discarded
its output because its silhouette coefficient was very low at 0.35 meaning that the structure was weak
and could be artificial. More detailed results are shown below for silhouette width per cluster.

Clustering Large Application (CLARA) and Silhouette Coefficient
This algorithm computes a "clara" object , that is, a list representing a clustering of the data into k
clusters. This method can deal with large datasets as compared to pam and fanny.
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Results
The algorithm created three clusters of size 24, 16 and 7 with the two components explaining
the variability of 68.68%. However we discarded the algorithm because the silhouette
coefficient was very weak at 0.35 meaning the structure was weak. More detailed information
on the clustering are as show below.

This research concentrated on building a model for clustering and visualizing the status of
child health in Kenya. A construct with five dimensions: Child health, Education, Maternal
Health, Water and sanitation and others was used to develop the classification of three
clusters of most marginalized, moderately marginalized and well-off counties. K-means
clustering algorithm was used for modeling. We used other clustering algorithms such as
Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM), CLARA, fanny, AGNES and DIANA to compare the
results from k-means which gave comparable results and also test the solutions’ stability. We
also used an expert child health to judge the validity our results who confirmed our findings
were the reflection of reality. The k-means clustering algorithm generated the results shown
in the table below.
Cluster
1

Observatio
ns
12

%
26%

2

8

17%

3

27

57%

Counties Name

Class

Embu, Kiambu, Kirinyaga, Kisii, Machakos, Meru, Mombasa, Murang’a,
Nairobi, Nakuru, Nyamira, Meru.
Garissa, Mandera, Marsabit, Samburu, Tana-River, Turkana, Wajir, WestPokot

Well-off

Baringo, Bomet, Bungoma, Busia, Elgeyo-Marakwet, Homa-Bay, Isiolo,
Kajiado, Kakamega, Kericho, Kilifi, Kisumu, Kitui, Kwale, Laikipia, Lamu,
Makueni, Migori, Nandi, Nakuru, Nyandarua, Siaya, Taita Taveta, Tharaka
Nithi, Trans Nzoia, Uasin Gishu, Vihiga.

Moderately
Marginalized

Most
Marginalized

This shows that 17% of the counties have the most disadvantaged children, 26% are well-off
and 57% are moderately disadvantaged.
We used box plots to compare the three clusters of literacy, health care delivery, sanitation
and fertility rates. Cluster one was doing well in literacy, followed by cluster three and cluster
two was highly disadvantaged. The literacy level in cluster one was above 80% but below
95%, cluster two was below 45% whereas cluster three was between 60% and 70%. Cluster
two health care deliveries and sanitation was below 30%. In contrast the fertility rate for
cluster two was very high with an index of between 5.5 and 7.
There was much similarity in how observations were grouped, but also there were some
differences. This was a reminder that different clustering methods often produce different
groupings. In the application of different groupings, we were interested to observe how
clustering patterns from different algorithms would vary.
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By applying different cluster algorithms and data reduction methods, we were able to
generate a consensus result describing the way the objects were grouped through the
partitioning and hierarchical clustering algorithms. Partitioning method fanny allowed us to
robustly assess objects to cluster and assess any ambiguities by looking at the fuzziness of
objects. Plots that were generated by the algorithms enabled us to visualize the consensus
grouping of objects.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
Contribution of the Study
The study will contribute to the society by identifying the status of child health in Kenya. The
study showed that the counties where the children are highly deprived of their rights of well
being are Garissa, Mandera, Marsabit, Samburu, Tana River, Turkana, Wajir and West Pokot.
The research was able to benchmark counties making the devolved government have a
picture of the status of child health in their counties and help them in strategizing on the
improvement of the indicators of the child health.
In academic, this study was a success as it utilized data mining tools and techniques that
proved to have high contribution in deriving patterns that are useful in decision making. The
significance of clustering status of child health patterns sheds light on potential application in
healthcare and other research areas.
Recommendations
The devolved governments and the national government can create an opportunity by
improving the child health by engaging them in the provision of the key services that promote
child health such as the provision of improved sanitation, improved healthcare services,
improving the household incomes, improve the delivery facilities, promote and improve
education and infrastructure. There can also be a heighted advocacy by both the national and
the county government and other stakeholders in child wellbeing to oversee the
implementation of these services in the counties. Since the fertility rate of the most
marginalized counties is very high, creating awareness towards sustainable Family Planning
practices among marginalized counties is necessary. This can be done by helping women and
couples realize the reproduction intentions so as to get healthy families. To achieve this there
should be increased knowledge of the family planning methods and services through the
assistance of the community health workers and non-governmental organizations to provide
accessible family planning services.
Recommendation for Future Work
In future we recommend a web and mobile based system using knitr and shinyapps packages
provided by R studio to cluster and visualize the status in real-time. Further study with all
UNICEF variables is required to prove this study.
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Conclusion
Cluster analysis techniques can be constructive for exploring and describing data sets in child
health. Through clustering, hidden relationships among variables that are not obvious to
researchers were identified hence enhancing knowledge of data set which would serve as a
preliminary point for future research. The technique used offers excellent results and can lead
to an improvement in child health care. This research in cluster analysis has demonstrated
how researchers can combine more than one clustering methods to explore data to reveal the
underlying structure of objects.
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